Determination of the lipid bilayer breakdown voltage by means of linear rising signal.
Electroporation is characterized by formation of structural changes within the cell membrane, which are caused by the presence of electrical field. It is believed that "pores" are mostly formed in lipid bilayer structure; if so, planar lipid bilayer represents a suitable model for experimental and theoretical studies of cell membrane electroporation. The breakdown voltage of the lipid bilayer is usually determined by repeatedly applying a rectangular voltage pulse. The amplitude of the voltage pulse is incremented in small steps until the breakdown of the bilayer is obtained. Using such a protocol each bilayer is exposed to a voltage pulse many times and the number of applied voltage pulses is not known in advance. Such a pre-treatment of the lipid bilayer affects its stability and consequently the breakdown voltage of the lipid bilayer. The aim of this study is to examine an alternative approach for determination of the lipid bilayer breakdown voltage by linear rising voltage signal. Different slopes of linear rising signal have been used in our experiments (POPC lipids; folding method for forming in the salt solution of 100 mM KCl). The breakdown voltage depends on the slope of the linear rising signal. Results show that gently sloping voltage signal electroporates the lipid bilayer at a lower voltage then steep voltage signal. Linear rising signal with gentle slope can be considered as having longer pre-treatment of the lipid bilayer; thus, the corresponding breakdown voltage is lower. With decreasing the slope of linear rising signal, minimal breakdown voltage for specific lipid bilayer can be determined. Based on our results, we suggest determination of lipid bilayer breakdown voltage by linear rising signal. Better reproducibility and lower scattering are obtained due to the fact that each bilayer is exposed to electroporation treatment only once. Moreover, minimal breakdown voltage for specific lipid bilayer can be determined.